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Introduction 

A memorable coming of age story exploring a hidden side of the home 

front during World War II, in which a Wisconsin farm community invites 

Nazi POWs to work the local orchards...with consequences no one 

could have imagined. 

 

Questions for Discussion 

1. In the opening chapter, Charlotte butchers one of Kate’s rabbits because she has 

nothing else for dinner. What do we learn about Charlotte in that scene? What about 

the scene with the lighthouse keeper’s wife, where Charlotte barters away Ben’s 

sweater? 

 

2. Early on, Charlotte reflects, “Thomas loved her, she knew. But he loved other things, 

too. He loved his books, and whatever he had wanted before, whatever he had left 

at the university, Charlotte couldn’t give him that.” Would you describe their 

marriage as happy despite their different needs and personalities? 

 

3. When Charlotte first meets Karl, she thinks. “Thomas had told her that Becker was 

intellectual, but she sensed something else, something more physical—this man lived 

in his body.” What does it say about both Thomas and Charlotte that they see such 

different things in Karl?  

 

4. Charlotte’s attraction to Karl is immediate. Is their affair inevitable? Do either of 

them gain from it? 

 

5. Josie remarks early in the book that “everybody loves Ben” and everyone is anxious 

for him to come home. How does each character handle the change in Ben’s 

personality when he returns from war? What did you think of Josie’s decision to 

break off their engagement?  

 

6. Clay tells Kate: “You’re a different kind of girl, Kate You’re so… so real.” Why does he 

feel that way and what does it say about him? How do they manage to bridge the 

huge difference in their backgrounds to fall in love? Do Clay and Kate ultimately 

seem well-matched? 



 

7. When Kate tells Clay what she believes to be the truth about Charlotte and Karl, she 

says, “I should tell Father. I’m sure he suspects . . . suspects something.” Do you 

think Thomas suspects? If he does, why doesn’t he confront Charlotte?  

 

8. Throughout the book, how do secrets serve to drive friends and family apart, and 

how do they work to bring them together?  

 

9. At the beginning of the book, Charlotte is a strong woman whose family depends on 

her. At the end of the book, what are your feelings for her? Did she deserve the 

“punishment” she may have brought on herself?  

 

10. In the Epilogue, Kate fills us in about what transpired after Ben’s death. Are you 

optimistic for Kate? What do you think will become of Charlotte and Thomas in the 

years after the novel ends? 


